| Change in Credit | CHANGE FROM:  
**PSY 331a or b. Advanced Investigational Techniques.** A non-thesis research project. Should be registered for only after consultation with the staff member who will be supervising the work. FALL, SPRING. [Variable credit: 1-3 each semester] Staff.  
CHANGE TO:  
**PSY 331a or b. Advanced Investigational Techniques.** A non-thesis research project. FALL, SPRING. [1-6] Staff.  


| Course Addition | **SOC 338. Biopolitics and Biopower.** The role of medicine and science in human lives with emphasis on the ideas of Michel Foucault and medical sociologists. How society and culture are reshaped by contemporary biomedical practices and their globalization. Consequences for health and illness, bodies, ways of living and dying. SPRING. [3] Casper.  

| Course Addition | **EES 302a-b. Preparation for Research in Environmental Sciences and Engineering.** Research design and questions, critical review of scientific literature and data, and research proposals. FALL. [1-1] Staff.  
